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Introduction
10 Million acres mapped by DroneDeploy users generates an estimated
$150 million in economic value for the commercial drone industry

T

he commercial drone industry saw
significant growth in 2016. Last August,
DroneDeploy announced that its users
had mapped more than 5 million acres—marking
a major milestone for our platform. This February,
we reached another milestone: 10 million acres
mapped. With 10 million acres under our belt,
we have released our third Commercial Drone
Industry Trends report to highlight the progress
we’re seeing as aerial data continues to provide
actionable insight for companies around the world.

New federal regulations drive commercial
drone adoption
The recent passage of federal drone compliance
regulations in countries such as the US and
Australia created a clear path of certification for
pilots flying unmanned aircraft for commercial
applications, and provided further regulatory
certainty for large companies that previously
remained wary of drone adoption.

inspection, to surveying, and beyond, companies
are rapidly integrating drones into their day-today operations—marking a sea change in the
commercial drone industry as major industry
players begin to roll out enterprise drone programs.

Surge in licensed pilots stimulate economies,
creating jobs and commercial value
With an increase in commercial pilots, there’s
been significant impact on economies as new
businesses materialize and larger enterprises
embrace drones. As commercial drone usage
expanded, an ecosystem of drone platforms,
software developers, service providers, hardware
manufacturers and resellers has emerged.
In this report, we’ll take a closer look at the
evolving industry, and share the insights we’ve

discovered from DroneDeploy users who have
mapped 10 million acres in more than 160
countries, including:
• DJI remains the most dominant manufacturer in
the commercial drone industry
• DroneDeploy users have generated an
estimated $150 million in economic value
• 22,000+ app installs have occurred via the
DroneDeploy App Market since November
Read on to learn more about how drone mapping
is redefining what’s possible for some of today’s
largest industries.
The DroneDeploy Team

The increase in certified pilots worldwide has
profoundly impacted the way companies capture
aerial data. With more operators certified by
federal agencies, drone-based data capture is
quickly becoming an efficient and reliable way
for businesses to gather aerial insights and make
smarter business decisions. From farming, to
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Major Industries Turn to Drones Weekly for Aerial Data
More than 60% of DroneDeploy users create maps weekly as businesses begin
to grow more reliant on drone data

C

ompanies both large and small are not
only integrating commercial drones into
day-to-day workflows, but relying on the
data drones provide. While adoption has grown
universally, there are some clear trailblazers who
have arisen since the last report. These industries
are particularly ripe for drone integration as they see
significant time and costs savings over traditional
data capture methods.

wing drone use continues to decline to just 3% of
users as it finds its own niche in agriculture, oil, and
gas applications where longer range, linear flights
are more common. While there is still demand for
specialized drone models, most mapping occurs on
affordable quadcopter drones. This is largely due
to advancements in multi-rotor drone hardware
and extended battery life that was previously only
available in more expensive models.

The latest innovations in consumer hardware make
drones more accessible than ever. Newer drones
can deliver the performance required to meet
business needs at costs that deliver high ROI.

Companies becoming reliant on drone
mapping, further proving value

Consumer drone hardware takes on
commercial applications
Despite emerging competition, DJI and senseFly
remain the top leaders in the industry, making
up a significant percentage of the DroneDeploy
user base. Our data also suggests that a growing
number of pilots are now operating multiple drones
to meet the needs of expanding industry use cases.
Currently, 20% of DroneDeploy users are flying
multiple drones, and this number is only expected
to increase moving forward.
Today, 84% of drone mapping is occurring on drone
models that cost $1500 or less. Furthermore, fixed
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rapid aerial data to fuel faster, more accurate
decisions for key business stakeholders. The ease
with which drones can capture data is now met
with shareability through DroneDeploy’s platform,
making it a resource for analysts, advisors, and
management, as well as pilots.

More than 60% of DroneDeploy users are creating
maps each week as businesses grow more reliant
on drone data. It’s clear that drone mapping is
quickly finding its role in the workplace by providing
Fig 1. Orthomosaic map of oil storage construction site

Regardless of hardware choice, our users have increased weekly drone usage
20% since 2016. It’s clear that as our users experience greater revenue and
productivity ROI, they - in turn - are increasing the frequency of drone mapping
and further integrating drone data into day-to-day business operations.
Mike Winn
CEO, DroneDeploy
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Industries Embracing Drones

Top Drones and Cameras

20%

of DroneDeploy users

ﬂy multiple drones

Top 5 Drone Adoption Leaders

12%

8%

17%
Drone Service
Providers (DSP)

Agriculture

Surveying

Construction Education
(36% Other Industries)

Most Popular Drone Models for Mapping

Phantom 3 Pro

Maps Made

30%

Cameras

1. DJI

1. DJI

2. SenseFly

2. Canon

3. 3DR

3. Sony

4. Parrot

4. GoPro

5. Autel

5. Flir

NEW

60%

60%

45%

Drones

year over
year

NEW

of DroneDeploy users

create maps weekly across industries

Phantom 4

Inspire & above

15%

Week 1

All Older Phantom
Mavic

0%
Jan 2016

Apr 2016

Jul 2016

Oct 2016

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Phantom 4 Pro
Jan 2017

My favorite thing about DroneDeploy is the ease of it—just
copying the map over for the next week and then just literally
setting the drone out there and turning it on. It does a few
pre-checks and it takes oﬀ. Ease of access, fast and real-time
data that I can share with everybody.

Rotor vs. Fixed Wing

Acres Mapped

Multi-rotor

Fixed Wing

10M

97%

3%

Matthew Forster
Project Engineer, Choate Construction

Learn More

Drone Mapping Drives Job Creation, Stimulates Economies
Commercial drones create and estimated $150 million in new economic
opportunities as businesses small and large achieve success with drones

S

ince the passage of the federal regulations
such as US FAA Part 107 rule, the industry
saw its largest increase in licensed pilots to
date. According to statistics provided by the FAA,
almost 29,000 commercial drone pilots have been
certified as of December 2016*—with an estimated
2,000 registrations submitted daily. At this rate, the
FAA predicts that more than 420,000 commercial
drone pilots will be licensed by 2021.

to showcase the power drones can provide
businesses.

As one can imagine, this is having a dramatic effect
on local and national economies. By bolstering
existing industries—and creating entirely new
businesses—drones are generating a lot of
economic value for enterprises and entrepreneurs
alike. While it’s hard to determine exact value
created, by our own conservative estimates
DroneDeploy users have generated more than
$150,000,000** in economic value to the industry
over 10 million acres mapped.

Businesses are constantly looking to innovate by
improving or replacing inefficient processes, and
drones are making this possible. Drone mapping
provides 3X time and costs savings compared to
traditional methods. What once may have taken
days or weeks can be efficiently captured and
analyzed in hours, giving unprecedented insights
to businesses in record time. We frequently hear

Drone service providers offering mapping
emerge as key industry ambassadors – and
beneficiaries
Drone Service Providers (DSPs)—who are often
contracted to capture drone data for larger
businesses—comprise 18% of the DroneDeploy
user base. Today, they serve as industry
ambassadors as they work across industries
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reports from our customers that drone mapping
delivers 3-5X ROI compared to existing practices,
making drones well worth the investment.

Through a pricing study conducted using data
from DroneDeploy and Airstoc, we discovered
that service providers who specialize in mapping are
earning 16% more— $168/hr on average—than those
who only offer general photo/video services. Drone
mapping delivers significant cost and time savings.

Fig 2. Orthomosaic map of the gravel pit and stockyard

By using drones on this project, we are not only saving the time that the field
tech is spending on each job site, we are providing the customer true, up-to-date
information about the site.
Chris Bartlett
Director of Technology, ReconnTECH

Read the Case Study

*SourceFAA Aerospace Forecast Fiscal Year 2017-2037 **Source: Estimate based on calculations determined by data provided by DroneDeploy users
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Measuring the Economic
Impact of Drones

Our Study & Calculations
20 minutes

Commercial Drones Boost Job Creation

29,000 pilots
certiﬁed by FAA since August 2016

+
In-house

to ﬂy 100 acre project

for General Photo/Video

3-4 hours to map
100 acres

to complete map

x

Mapping pilots are able to charge 16% more than pilots oﬀering
general drone services.

$145

=

New DSP

Higher Income for Mapping Pilots

Average Hourly Rate

3 hours +

+

PART 107

16%

$168
for Mapping

3-4 hours to map
100 acres

x
10M acres
mapped

Average hourly
rate X 3X ROI

= $150,000,000
Drone Mapping with DroneDeploy has generated an estimated
$150,000,000 in economic value to the industry over 10M acres.

Read the Pricing Study

Even though we got great ROI from the photos, we saw that
there had to be a better way. This is where DroneDeploy
came into play — now we can process maps and pull all of
this data together in one program to measure distances and
not have to scale manually.
Jesse Arenivas
Virtual Design & Construction Specialist, Rogers-O'Brien Construction

Watch the Webinar

We saw what was a 2–3 week and several tens of
thousands of dollars process become a 1–4 day
process with only a couple of thousands of dollars
invested in equipment and software. When you’re
looking at dramatic 75% or greater cost and time
improvement, it’s really powerful.
Hunter Cole
Virtual Design Coordinator, Brasﬁeld & Gorrie

Read the Case Study

Forging an Ecosystem of Innovation
The launch of the largest drone app marketplace helps DroneDeploy build
a cooperative ecosystem of 30+ apps to foster innovation

L

ast November, we launched the App Market,
giving third-party access to DroneDeploy
APIs and the largest drone data set in the
world. Our goal was simple, to unify the commercial
drone industry under one roof by providing the
platform to connect developers, hardware partners
and pilots with powerful tools to integrate aerial
data into business workflows. Just four months
later, the app market is thriving as 33% of users
are amplifying the power of their drone data with
third-party integrations—fostering a cooperative
ecosystem of innovation.

Leveraging the world’s largest drone app market
The DroneDeploy App Market creates a one-stop
shop for all aspects of cloud-based drone data
analysis. With more than 30 apps now available,
DroneDeploy users can access industry-leading tools
such as Autodesk, MyJohnDeere, Box and others.
Since the introduction of the DroneDeploy App
Market, more than 22,000 app installs have
ocurred Users can now extend the power of
aerial data by leveraging a growing suite of thirdparty apps within their DroneDeploy interface
on both desktop and mobile devices—making
it simple to integrate, analyze, and share aerial
drone data within their business. This is providing
companies with greater efficiency and improved
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communications, further increasing the ROI
on drone investments. As more companies—
particularly larger enterprises—embrace drones
for mapping and modeling, the app market will be
a valuable tool that makes collaboration possible
without the need to invest in additional software
solutions.

nearby advisories with a “safe-to-fly” indicator.

Highlighting top players in the DroneDeploy
app ecosystem
While there are a variety of apps on the
DroneDeploy app market, several are making
a larger impact with users. From agriculture to
construction, these are some of the most popular
apps among DroneDeploy users:
Agriculture
AgriSens provides insights into any field’s plant
count and quality. Easily automate plant counting
and receive detailed reports.
Construction
Autodesk ensures DroneDeploy exports
are always at your enterprise field professional
team’s fingertips.
Drone Services
AirMap brings real-time airspace awareness to
DroneDeploy, allowing operators to check for

Fig 3. Orthomosaic map of wheat field

As a daily user of DroneDeploy
for aerial imagery, I'm very excited
to see the launch of the app store
and all the new applications. Their
customizable platform is a real game
changer in the drone industry.
Shelly Engel
Co-owner of Bon Air Drone
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22,000

Ecosystem & App Market

Total App Installs

DroneDeploy’s APIs and App Market are fostering cooperation
among technology partners, developers and drone pilots
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1. PDF Annotation
2. AirMap

Analysis:
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3. TensorFlight
4. KML & SHP Import
5. EZ Roof

From capture to print, the WhiteClouds 3D Print
app produces physical, full-color 3D prints of
the models pilots create with DroneDeploy

Conclusion: The Sky’s the Limit
Commercial drones are transforming operations, giving businesses the
ability to access aerial insights anywhere, anytime

D

rones are quickly finding their place
in businesses. With a clear path to
commercial success following the
passage of the federal regulations worldwide,
adoption rates have soared as major companies
integrate aerial data into their workflows to
streamline operations and improve efficiency.
While regulatory compliance, safety, and training
remain obstacles to adoption, the commercial
drone industry has hit a tipping point. Drone
impact cannot be ignored. Drones are not just toys
for hobbyists. They are powerful data capturing
devices transforming the way companies operate—
offering unparalleled insight and delivering ROI for
companies large and small.
In the last year, the drone industry has exploded.
This has resulted in 29,000 certified commercial
pilots entering the industry, and an estimated
$150 million economic value has been created by
DroneDeploy users. Drone mapping specialization
is generating a 16% pay increase on average
compared with general drone services across
industries. In the coming year, we expect larger
companies in construction, agriculture, mining,
and surveying to invest in the development of
enterprise drone programs.

expect major manufacturers like DJI and senseFly
to continue to invest in premium hardware options.
This will have an impact on consumer drone
models, ultimately improving the base technology
and providing a dynamic range of features and
capabilities across entire product lines.

It’s safe to say that drones and aerial data
are redefining business operations. With
possibility abound, the sky is truly the limit—and
DroneDeploy will be here to continue driving
innovation by bringing drone data to new
industries and use cases for years to come.

A robust commercial drone ecosystem has emerged
and will continue to thrive as drone adoption
increases. We expect to see an array of hardware
and software players enter the industry in the
coming year. Tthird-party developers are already
making an impact through the DroneDeploy App
Market, contributing to more than 22,000 app
installs since November. This trend will continue
along with the momentum powering innovation in
the commercial drone industry.

2017 will be the biggest year for the commercial drone industry to date. We can
expect to see a dramatic shift in operations as larger companies invest in drone
technology and the drone ecosystem blossoms with the introduction of key new
hardware and software partners.
Mike Winn
CEO, DroneDeploy

As more enterprise drone programs take off, we
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Faster Insights. Smarter Decisions.
About DroneDeploy
DroneDeploy is the leading cloud
software platform for commercial
drones, and is making the power of
aerial data accessible and productive
for everyone.
Trusted by leading brands globally,
DroneDeploy is transforming the
way businesses leverage drones and
aerial data across industries, including
agriculture, construction, mining,
inspection and surveying. Simple
by design, DroneDeploy enables
professional-grade imagery and
analysis, 3D modeling and more from
any drone on any device.
DroneDeploy is located in the heart
of San Francisco. To learn more visit
us online and join the conversation
on Twitter.

www.dronedeploy.com

Streamline the drone data collection and share aerial
insights across your entire team.
The Result: More efficient workflows and smarter
decisions for your business.

Try DroneDeploy for Free

We’ve created a much more efficient process. We can literally take weeks out of
the schedule, our projects are much higher quality than before, and they’re safer.
Jim Gorrie
CEO, Brasfield & Gorrie LLC

@DroneDeploy
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